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Potential energy curves using unrestricted M(I)lIer-Plesset perturbation 
theory with spin annihilation 
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Unrestricted Hartree-Fock and unrestricted M011er-Plesset perturbation theory are convenient 
methods to ~mp~te. pot:nt~al energy curves for bond dissociation, since these methods approach 
the c~rre~t diSSOCiation hmlt. Unfortunately, a spin unrestricted wave function can contain large 
c~nt.nbutIons from ~nwanted spin states that can distort the potential energy surface 
~lgnificantly. The SPI~ cont:unination can be removed by projection or annihilation operators. As 
IS. well known, the spm project unrestricted Hartree-Fock bond dissociation curves have a large 
kmk at t.he ons~t.ofthe "£!HFIRHF instability, and a spurious minimum just beyond. However, 
the spunous mmlmum disappears and the kink is very much less pronounced at the unrestricted 
M011er-Plesset level with spin projection. Bond dissociation potentials for LiH and CH4 were 
comput~ at the fourth order M011er-Plesset level plus spin projection,4 and good agreement was 
found With full CI and MR-CISD calculations. 

INTRODUCTION 

The unrestricted Hartree--Fock (UHF) method enjoys 
widespread usage for several reasons. It is a convenient ap
proach for open shell systems, since acceptable spin densities 
can be obtained with a single detenninantal fonnalism. 
There are also advantages for the calculation of energy sur
faces, since bond dissociation curves are often qualitatively 
correct at the UHF level. I In many studies it is necessary to 
include an estimate of electron correlation energy. For larger 
systems, perturbational methods may be more practical than 
configuration interaction for calculating electron correla
tion. Because the UHF wave function is single detenninantal 
and obeys Brillouin's theorem, the computation of correla
tion energy by many body perturbation theory (MBPT) or 
M011er-Plesset perturbation theory (MPn) is not signifi
cantly more difficult than for closed shell restricted wave 
functions. 6 

The major shortcoming of the UHF method is that the 
wave functions are not eigenfunctions of8 2

• Frequently this 
is not a problem, since the contamination from higher spin 
states is often small. However, there are circumstances 
where the spin contamination can be large enough to ad
versely effect the shape of the energy surface and the magni
tude of the spin densities. Such situations occur when, in a 
restricted Hartree--Fock treatment, occupied and unoccu
pied orbitals become nearly degenerate. For example, when 
a single bond is stretched to dissociation, the separation 
between bonding and antibonding orbitals approaches zero 
and the wave function tends to an equal mixture of singlet 
and triplet states. Another case is the twisting of ethylene, 
where the 1T and 1T. orbitals become equivalent by symmetry 
at the transition state for rotation about the double bond. It 
should be noted (see below) that the spin contamination in 
UHF wave functions is not reduced significantly by pertur
bational corrections for electron correlation. Furthennore, 
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perturbation theory may be very slow to converge for large 
spin contamination.2 

A number of approaches have been used to remedy the 
spin contamination problem: restricted open shell Hartree-
Fock (ROHF), spin extended Hartree-Fock7

•
8 (EHF), 

spin projected unrestricted Hartree-Fock7
•
9 (PUHF), and 

multiconfiguration self-consistent field (MCSCF). The first 
two are desirable because the wave functions are monodeter
minantal and easy to interpret, but adding perturbative cor
rections for electron correlation is difficult. Many body per
turbation theory is more complex for ROHF IO than for 
UHF, but more importantly it is very slow to converge when 
occupied and unoccupied orbitals are nearly degenerate. 
Thus, configuration interaction is preferable to perturbation 
theory to improve ROHF wave functions. The spin extended 
Hartree--Fock approach (EHF) uses an effective Hamilton
ian with three and four particle operators; II thus perturba
tion theory is rather difficult even for low orders. Spin pro
jected unrestricted Hartree--Fock is also not without 
problems. The PUHF potential energy curves for bond dis
sociation have a very pronounced kink (discontinuity in the 
first derivative) where the restricted Hartree--Fock wave 
function becomes unstable relative to the unrestricted. 12 The 
~~SCF approach is perhaps the best choice, but is currently 
hmlted to smaller systems than UHF calculations and cor
rections for dynamic correlation are more difficult. 

The purpose of this note is to apply spin projection to 
UHF and M011er-Plesset perturbation theory calculations 
to obtain improved potential energy curves. The effective
ness of annihilating the largest spin contaminant is tested on 
a few simple bond dissociation potential energy curves com
puted at the UHF and MPn levels. 

FORMALISM 

In the UHF approach, the wave function for an n elec
tron system can be written 

$0 A(¢I'" ¢ .... A. A.._ ... A.._ ... A.._ ) 
I "rna ¥'l 'f'1 Y'np' 

(1) 
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where t/JI and~] are a andp spin orbitals, respectively. The 
A 

operator for S 2 can be written in terms of operators for the 
individual electrons. 

A A 

Sz = LSz(i), S± = L S± (i). 
i ; 

Thus, 8 2 is a two electron operator 

82 
= [ ~ Sz (0 ][ ~ Sz U) ] + ~ Sz (i) 

(2) 

(3) 

+ LLU)s+U) + LLU)s+(j). (4) 
I I#j 

The UHF orbitals are eigenfunctions of Sz but not of s ± : 

Szt/JI = !t/Jo sz~l = - !~], 

S+t/JI = 0, s+ih = L SI]t/Ji> (5) 
I 

Lt/JI = L St]ih, Lih = 0, 
J 

where 

St] = f t/JIs+ih dr (6) 

(i.e., overlap between spatial parts of the a andp orbitals). 
Thus, the expectation value for 8 2 for a UHF wave function 
is 

2 ""2 occ 
(S )0 = (4)oIS 14>0) = ~ + sz + np - L St]. (7) 

I] 

Using the M0ller-Plesset perturbation theory to estimate 
electron correlation energy, the first and second order cor
rections to the wave function are 

4>1 = - L{tfrl(tfrIIVI4>o)/(EI - Eo)}, (8) 
I 

A A A 

4>2 = L{tfrl(L (tfrllVltfrj)(tfrj lVl4>o) _ E 1(tfrd VI4>~»)} , 
I j (EI - Eo) (Ej - Eo) (EI - Eo) 

(9) 
where V = H - F (F is the unrestricted Fock operator) and 
where 4>1 involves only double excitations, while 4>2 con
tains single, double, triple, and quadruple excitations. The 
expectation values of 8 2 correct to first and second order are 

(8 2
) 1 = (8 2)0 + 2(4)018 214>1)' (10) 

(S2)2 = (S2)1 + 2(4)018 214>2) + (4)118 214>1) 

- (S2)0(4>II4>I)' (11) 

Neither the UHF wave function 4>0 nor !!,le correlation 
corrections 4>1' 4>2' etc. are eigenfunctions of S2. At any fin
ite order of perturbation theory the wave function is a mix
ture of the desired spin state and unwanted states of different 
spin. 

One method to remove the spin contamination in spin 
unrestricted wave functions is to use projection or annihila
tion operators.7 The projection or annihilation can be done 
before, during, or after the perturbation calculations for 
electron correlation. If the projection is done first, higher 
excitations enter even in low orders of perturbation theory 
and it is probably more practical to start with an ROHF 
wave function. Projection could be carried out during the 
perturbation calculations for electron correlation by includ
ing spin projection as an additional perturbation, however 
this is somewhat complicated to formulate. By comparison 
spin annihilation after the perturbation corrections for elec
tron correlation is relatively straightforward. 

The LOwdin spin projection operator can be written 7 

A 82 -/(/+1) 
P - IT (12) 

• - 1#. s(s + 1) -/(1 + 1) . 

For a spin free Hamiltonian, the variational energy can then 
be written 

A AA A A. 

Eproj = (P.4>oIH IP. 4>o)/(p. 4>0 IP. 4>0) , 
""A '" 

= (4)oIHP. 14>0)/(4)01P. 14>0)' (13) 

Often, the largest contribution to the spin contamination in a 
UHF calculation comes from the next highest spin multi
plicity.13 Under such circumstances the full spin projection 
operator can be approximated quite well by an operator that 
annihilates only the next highest spin,9.14.15 

p
A 

..... -A A ..... = 82 
- (s + l)(s + 2) 

.'Vo - s+ 1 'Vo A 4>0' 
(S2)0 - (s + l)(s + 2) 

(14) 
The particular choice",ofthe denominator assures normaliza
tion of4>o (i.e., (4)oIA.+ 14>0) = I, intermediate normaliza
tion). This can be expanded in terms of singly and doubly 
excited determinants. 

= 4>0 + <1>1' (15) 

Thus, the correction to t/Jo due to spin projection ;PI can be 
considered to belong to the same order of perturbation as t/Jl' 

The Hartree-Fock energy after single annihilation of 
the next highest spin is given by 

A A 

(4)oIH IA.+ 14>0) 
A _ A _ 

= (4)oIH 14>0 + 4>1) = EHF + (4)01 VI4>I) 

=E + ~ (4)01 V Itfrl) (tfrl 18
2

14>0) . (16) 
HF -f' (S2)0 - (s + l)(s + 2) 

When the corrections for electron correlation are added, 4> I' 
4>2' etc., the correction for spin projection <1>1 must be re
duced by the amount already contained in 4>1,4>2, etc. 

(17) 
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TABLE I. Correlation corrections to (S2) for LiH as a function of bond 
length. 

Ra (S2)0 (S2). (S2h 

2.0334b 0 0 0 
2.15 0.34635 0.29829 0.22805 
2.25 0.52303 0.46812 0.39085 
2.35 0.64288 0.59069 0.52001 
2.50 0.76136 0.71831 0.66301 
2.75 0.87179 0.84386 0.81630 
3.00 0.92872 0.911 S5 0.89192 
3.50 0.977 34 0.97134 0.964 79 
4.00 0.99297 0.99104 0.98891 
S.OO 0.99944 0.99929 0.99912 

• Bond lengths in A. 
bOnset ofUHF-RHF instability. 

The remaining spin contamination in <1>1><1>2,<1>3' etc., 
can be projected in a similar fashion. However, the compo
nent belonging to 4» must be removed first: 

<1>; = <1» - 4>)(4))/<1>))1(4>)/4>)) 

(likewise for $; ,$), etc.), 
A _ 

As+ 1 $; = $; + <1>2' (18) 

The spin correction term 4>2 must be reduced by the amount 
already contained in <1>2' <1>3' etc., 

4>; = 4>z(1 - (4)z/$; '" )1(4)z/4>z)). (19) 

Like <l>z, 4>z contains single, double, triple, and quadruple 
excitations. 

If the total energy for the unprojected wave function is 
written 

A 

E = ($o/H /$0 + $1 + $z + $3 ••• ) 

= EHF + E z + E3 + E4 •. , , (20) 

then the energy after spin annihilation is given by 

Eproi = ($o/H /$0 + <1» + 4>; + $2 + 4>; + <1>3 ... ). (21) 

As will be seen below, <1» changes the expectation value 
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FIG. 1. Comparison of LiH bond dissociation potentials: RHF (short 
dash), UHF (medium dash), projected UHF (long dash), and full CI (sol
id). 
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FIG. 2. Comparison of LiH bond dissociation potentials: restricted MP2 
(short dash), unrestricted MP2 (medium dash), projected unrestricted 
MP2 (long dash), and full CI (solid). 

ofS 2 by only a small amount, and higher corrections by even 
less. Thus, the projection of <1», <1>2' etc., can be expected to 
change by energy by a much smaller amount that the projec
tion of <1>0< These corrections and other refinements will be 
considered in a subsequent paper. In the present application, 
the following are used to estimate the spin projected second, 
third, and fourth order M011er-Plesset energies: 

EpUHF = EHF + aEpUHF ' 

EpMP2~~MP2 

(22) 

(23) 

-7.76 

-7.78 

-7.80 

:l 
0 -7.82 

.1; 
>-
~ ., -7.84 

c5 

-7.86 

-7.88 

-7.90 

= EMP2 + aEpUHF (1- (4)1/<1>1)1(4>1/4>))), (24) 

=EMP3 +aEPUHF (1- (4)d<l>1 +$2)1(4))14>))), 
(25) 

, 3 4 5 
UH bond length 

FIG. 3. Comparison of LiH bond dissociation potentials: restricted MP3 
(short dash), unrestricted MP3 (medium dash), projected unrestricted 
MP3 (long dash), and full CI (solid). 
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FIG. 4. Comparison of LiH bond dissociation potentials: restricted 
MP4SDTQ (short dash). unrestricted MP4SDTQ (medium dash). pro
jected unrestricted MP4SDTQ (long dash). and full CI (solid). 

EpMP4~~MP4 

= E MP4 + aEpUHF (l - (~II4>1 + 4>2 + 4>3)1 

(~11~1»' 
E PMP4 ~E4 + E PMP3 . 

DISCUSSION 

(26) 

The formalism outlined above was tested in a series of 
simple calculations of the LiH bond dissociation potential. 
Energies were computed at the restricted and unrestricted 
HF, MP2, and MP3 and MP4SDTQ levels with and without 
spin annihilation using a minimal basis set (Is, lY, 2pJC' 2py, 
2pu on Li; Is on H). Table I shows (S2) at various bond 
lengths. It is clear that perturbational corrections for elec
tron correlation do not reduce the spin contamination signif
icantly.16 After annihilation of the next highest spin, (S2) 

A .... 

can be computed by (4)0IS2IA .. + I 4>0> or 
A ........ 2 A A A A 

(AH l4>olS IAs+ I 4>o)/(As+ I 4>0 lAs + 14>0)' At R = 3 , 
both values are 0.0000, indicating that annihilation of only 
s + 1 is a very good approximation for LiH at intermediate 
bond lengths. 

Figures 1-4 compare the restricted, unrestricted, and 
projected HF, MP2, MP3, and MP4 results to the full CI 

TABLE II. C-H bond dissociation potential for CH. a • 

R (J (S2)o (S2)1 (S2)2 

0.757 ll1.33b 0 0 0 
1.086 109.47b 0 0 0 
1.500 105.72b 0 0 0 
2.000 100.57· 0.66036 0.60132 0.51565 
2.500 96.47· 0.92813 0.90187 0.87123 
3.000 91.30" 0.99279 0.97981 0.96865 
4.000 90.0" 1.011 0 1.0024 1.99763 

10.00 90.0" 1.011 8 1.0035 1.99899 

• Bond lengths in A. angles in deg. energies in a.u. (1 a.u. = 675.1 kcal/mol). 
b Spin restricted . 
• Unrestricted. 

0.5 

o 

t 
~ -0.5 

a::: 

-1 

-1.S+---,.---r----r---r----r--, 
o 2 3 4 

Reduced bond length 
5 6 

FIG. 5. Comparison of the reduced potentials for CH bond dissociation in 
CH. along the minimum energy path: MP4 (long dash). projected MP4 
(short dash). Brown and TruhlarMR-CISD (dotted). and Morse (solid). 

(Le., exact within the minimal basis). The following well 
known facts12 can be observed from Fig. 1: (a) The RHF 
curve goes to the wrong limit; (b) the UHF goes to the cor
rect limit; (c) the PUHF curve has a discontinuity in slope at 
the onset of the UHF-RHF instability, and a spurious mini
mum just beyond. Similarly, some aspects of Figs. 2-4 are 
well known: (a) Perturbation theory breaks down for 
RMP2, RMP3, and RMP4 as the bond is extended; (b) the 
UMP2, UMP3, and UMP4 curves go to the right limit but 
are too high in the intermediate region. There are, however, 
some features that have not been discussed previously. The 
spurious minimum found at the PUHF level disappears 
when electron correlation is added. In addition, the kink 
becomes much less pronounced at higher levels of perturba
tion. The agreement with the exact curve is very good at 
fourth order. Both higher order perturbation theory and 
more complete treatment of spin projection would improve 
the agreement further. 

The second example is the CH dissociation potential for 
CH4 studied previously.4 Computation was carried outlS at 
the MP4SDTQ/6-31G** level, with and without annihila
tion of the largest spin contamjpant. The geometries, ener
gies, and expectation values of S 2 are given in Table II. It is 
again evident from the values of (S 2) that the perturbation 
corrections for electron correlation do not remedy the spin 

~P4 

-40.248933 
-40.393846 
-40.340 360 
- 40.246086 - 40.272271 
- 40.224104 -40.241580 
- 40.219059 -40.230559 
- 40.217 727 -40.227036 
- 40.217 593 -40.226797 
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contamination problem. The improvement from first order 
to second order is particularly small. At a CH bond 

o "'" 
length of 2.S A, (<I>}tIS2IA'+A <1>0) = - 0.0337 and 
<As+ 1 <l>0IS2IA.+ 1 <l>o)/(A.+ 1 <l>oIAs+ 1 <1>0) = + 0.0667, 
indicating that annihilation of only the triplet spin conta
minant is adequate. However, there is a problem with size 
consistency, since the energy with spin annihilation for CH4 
at very large R (CH) is not the sum of the energies with spin 
annihilation for CH3 and H. At the MP4level, the difference 
is 4.6 kcallmol. This is due to spin contamination in the 
UHF wave function for CH3, and can be remedied by annihi
lating higher spins. 

In Fig. S the present calculations are compared to a larg
er basis set MR-CISD calculation by Brown and Truhlar,19 
and to· a Morse curve fitted to the MP4 energies at 
R = 1.086, R = 1.S, and R = t;t:J. To facilitate comparison, 
the curves are plotted as reduced potentials, i.e., scaled so 
that De = 1 and Re = 1. The MP4 curve is too high in the 
intermediate region because of the spin contamination. The 
spin projected MP4 and larger basis set MR-CISD curves 
are in very good agreement. Both are somewhat higher than 
the Morse curve. Thus, as stated previously,4,17 the correct 
potential energy curve lies between the unprojected MP4 
and the Morse curve. 

For the two examples treated, the approximate spin pro
jected MP4 potential energy curves are in quite good agree
ment with the exact or very accurate calculations. Other ap
plications include barriers for hydrogen atom addition to 
ethylene and formaldehyde,20 and OH + C2H4 addition.21 

The method is computationally simple and can be applied to 
larger molecules where full CI or large MR-CI are not feasi
ble. However, unlike unprojected M~ller-Plesset perturba
tion theory and full spin projection, energies obtained by 
annihilating only the next highest spin are not size consis
tent. 
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